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TrackIt Android v14.4.49 Release Notes

These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and
other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the TrackIt Android
product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the
TrackIt Android app and increase its overall benefit for end users.
Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the
TrackIt Android app and improve the overall end user experience.
Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.
Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and
corrections.
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v14.4.49 (07/28/2020)
Enhancements
The following items are newly-implemented features intended to increase end-user productivity
throughout TrackIt.

New DRS health state

(FEL-80)

The No Sensor Signal health state was added to the DRS Health Aspect in the System Health
Summary and System Health History reports. This state will display when a vehicle with the
Drum Rotation Sensor system is not receiving signals from the sensor.

Truck Ahead and Truck Behind display accurately

(FEL-87)

Truck Ahead and Truck Behind cards have been enhanced to display truck statuses accurately even
if the trucks are assigned different status types.

Connection with MobileTicket modified

(FEL-255)

TrackIt Android's connection with Mobile Ticket has been modified, and DNS resolution logic was
changed.

Load Properties card updated

(FEL-225)

The Water Added value on the Load Properties card was adjusted to provide a more consistent
display. With the change, the value on the card will match the value displayed on both the Load
Properties report in the TrackIt Web Console and the COMMANDassurance display installed on a
truck.
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Enhanced map locations for Truck Ahead and

(FEL-290)

Truck Behind
With this enhancement, the map locations associated with the Truck Ahead and Truck Behind cards
will now be updated more frequently in real time. Previously, the map locations associated with
these cards would sometimes update at longer intervals than preferred by customers.

New processing icon for COMMANDassurance

(CA-150)

A new processing icon will display on the Load Properties card when data is being transmitted from
COMMANDassurance and cannot yet display. Previously, "N/A" was displayed on the card in this
scenario, but will now only display when the drum is not loaded.
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